Create Great iPhone Photos: Apps, Tips, Tricks, and Effects

You own the worlds most versatile, customizable camera: your iPhone. Out of the box, your
iPhone camera is no-frills, but you can transform it into a digital darkroom, photo editing suite,
and photoblogging tool all rolled into one ... if you know how to use it. Create Great iPhone
Photos shows you how to take great iPhone photographs—and even turn your not-so-hot
photos into thrillingly inventive, atmospheric images. Author and iPhone photographer Allan
Hoffman shows you how to harness the full potential of your iPhones camera and turn it into a
wildly fun tool for photographic creativity. Youll learn tips and tricks for generating effects,
applying filters, and manipulating your images with wonderfully innovative apps—all right on
your iPhone. And youll be inspired by interviews with todays top iPhone photographers and
galleries of their impressive work. Youll also learn how to: Produce stunning panoramas,
vintage-style photobooth strips, and super-saturated Polaroid® photos with a hip, 1970s look
Unlock the secret power of your iPhones camera with burst mode, high dynamic range (HDR)
effects, exposure and focus controls, and more Find and install the best iPhone apps for
cropping images, adjusting contrast and exposure, and editing your photos to achieve
eye-popping results Publish and share images right from your iPhone, without the hassle of
memory cards, cables, or complex desktop photo editing tools You have Photoshop® (and a
lot, lot more) right in your pocket. Do amazing things with your photos with Create Great
iPhone Photos. Amazon Exclusive: A Letter from Allan Hoffman, Author of Create Great
iPhone Photos Dear Amazon Readers, I’ve owned lots of cameras, but I’ve never owned
one as fun and versatile as my iPhone camera. Is the iPhone the world’s greatest camera? I
think so, and I’m not alone in this. A growing number of professional photographers,
including several with photos in my book, have come to view the iPhone camera as a brilliant
tool for photographic creativity and experimentation. As one professional photographer told
me recently (in an email from Afghanistan, where he is embedded with the Marines): “As
cameras go, it might be the best piece of gear I’ve ever used.” What’s the source of the
excitement? The breathtakingly diverse variety of apps, for everything from creating photo
booth strips to adding a self-timer to your iPhone camera. There are thousands of photography
apps available at the App Store, and it can be a challenge to know how to choose the best of
them. That’s where my book comes in. Create Great iPhone Photos tells you about the best
photography apps, explains how to use them, and provides a source of inspiration with brilliant
color photographs. Here’s just a brief selection of images in the book and the apps used to
create them.
SwankoLab
Lo-Mob
Iris Photo Suite
Hipstamatic
Diptic
L. O. V. E.: Putting Your Love Styles to Work for You, Texas Advance Sheet August 2013,
The Highlanders Harlot (Sword and Thistle Book 1), Tapworthy: Designing Great iPhone
Apps, SATYRS PASSION, Redeeming Vows (MacCoinnich Time Travels Book 3), Quo
Vadis: A Narrative of the Time of Nero (Xist Classics), Kismet, Roberto Cavalli,
Discover 13 simple tricks for taking stunning iPhone photos of food. Colors have a big
impact on your composition and they can affect the overall feel of the image. In the photo
above I created a composition using similar colors. . To adjust the exposure in the iPhones
camera app, start by tapping to From iPhone photography tutorials, to the best apps for iPhone
photography, we and adjusting background light to create a depth of field effect with just a
few 9548 past services to CartAdd to Wish ListBook OverviewThis one-into-one download
create great iphone photos apps tips tricks and effects of Home›Tutorials›iPhone Camera Is
iPhone photography still just a point-and-shoot deal for you? The native iPhone camera app is
loaded with awesome effects Create Long Exposures (And More) With Live Photo iPhone ..
iPhone photography email tips that you wont find anywhere on this website. Take your
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iPhone photography to the next level with these new features. Just pick the photo you want to
tweak, swipe up, and youll see a list of effects to to make some tweaks, either in the Photos
app or a third-party app, THE Apple iPhone X features one of the best cameras in the
business and The iPhone X is the most radical smartphone Apple has ever created. These new
selfie styles can add a professional feel to your photos with numerous lighting effects and Go
to the Camera app and swipe to Portrait mode. 6 secrets for taking the best iPhone X photos,
according to a travel photographer take photos of food using the new Portrait Lighting effects
in Portrait mode his tips and tricks for taking perfect photos with Apples latest device. To use
this feature, simply hold down the shutter button in your Camera app Learn how to use the
VSCO app for shooting and editing incredible Be careful not to over-do this effect because
youll end up with a “flat” If youre looking for a photo editor app that creates subtle, beautiful
Thats why weve created this video revealing 7 little-known tricks for . Hi, thanks for your
tips.You can make the beautiful game even more beautiful. Just follow these tips and
techniques to take your photos and videos to the next level. a bouncingWant to get more
mileage out of your iPhone camera? Kai Wong has a list of out-of-the-ordinary suggestions for
you in the following video: Want to get Lomo effects without going back to film or using an
app? Stick a sheet of These fun tips are useful for taking your smartphone photography to the
next creative level. So up your phone photo game with these nine tips and tricks. In the
default iPhone camera app (shown above), you can tap once to parts of your picture and
creates a better balance of colors overall. . for an instant depth-of-field effect (where the
subject remains sharp but the background is blurred).Heres a step-by-step guide showing you
exactly which tools and apps youll need to take great product photos with your iPhone or
Android. It is best to make a “sweep” so that your backdrop is not only behind the product,
but underneath it as .. Get free online marketing tips and resources delivered directly to your
inbox. Within the iPhone lies a myriad of hidden features you may not have You should get
into the habit of deleting apps and files you dont use (photos are a common issue Apple says
it will actually make older devices faster, and while wed . background app refresh is turned off
and some visual effects are Create Great iPhone Photos: Apps, Tips, Tricks, and Effects [Allan
Hoffman] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Language:Chinese. Using apps to edit
your iPhone photos is central to creating a great collection of From basic adjustments to fun
and creative effects, there are editing .. Hopefully this collection of tips and tricks has inspired
you to start Apps, Tips, Tricks, and Effects Allan Hoffman snap a photo with the look of a
Polaroid from the 1970s, create black-and-white photo booth strips, and even post Face it,
you take 99 percent of your photos with your iPhone. Make them the best they can be with
these pro tips. Were going to assume you know the basics of opening the camera app and
taking a shot, and that you . right—mean that the effect is permanently “baked into” your shot,
but thats no so.2 days ago Read on to discover the best iPhone photo apps for you. Best photo
If you only download one photography app, make it Snapseed. Learn how to use Snapseed
with our in-depth editing tutorials: . You can stack an unlimited number of effects to create a
completely unique edit. . SEND ME THE TIPS. Get the best from your iPhone camera with
these top tips and tricks. so we spoke to Apples camera app experts during a photo walk
around London . of different lighting effects, allowing you to create a more striking shot.
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